
Orchestrating the Right Solution
Growth in cloud-based services and infrastructure means organizations are finding it harder to 
plan and implement complex technology, especially in the cloud. CDW will help you strategize, 
assess, adopt and integrate securely and seamlessly to the cloud.

Migration and Planning Services (MAPS) is a comprehensive suite of consultative planning 
options to help your business gracefully and effectively move the right workloads to the cloud. 

• Migration Adviser is a high-touch consultative service which will provide you with both 
industry best practices and custom strategies and information based on your unique 
business.

• Migration Consultant takes this to a whole 
new level using the very best tools and 
talents in the industry to provide you with 
an actionable deliverable.

• Migration Director puts it all together, 
combining Advisor and Consultant and then doing the work, moving you and the 
workloads that work best in the cloud, up to the cloud.

CDW GETS HYBRID CLOUD

With more than 20 years of operational 
experience, CDW engineers have seen it 
all and their expertise provides you with 
the most graceful migration possible. 
CDW uses an intelligent selection process 
to provide the critical analysis needed to 
migrate the resources that will work best 
in the cloud and be the most beneficial to 
your business.

CDW will provide you with the best 
solution, whether on-premises or in 
the cloud. CDW’s world-class technical 
experts will help you determine which 
workloads will work best in the cloud and 
those that will work best on-premises. Our 
experienced data center team can optimize 
your on-premises environment to enable 
cost savings and operational efficiencies.

CDW eases the transition related to migration and helps with the critical elements 
of optimization, cost, experience, management, support and more. CDW provides a 
comprehensive suite of options based on your needs and where you are on your migration 
journey. CDW will take a consultative approach to helping with your transition. We will take the 
time to learn about your business, your challenges and your goals. Armed with that knowledge, 
we will create a graceful and efficient migration strategy.

CDW’s Migration and Planning Service can help you achieve:

Operational 
Efficiencies

Agility Faster 
Innovation

CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey 
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CDW Amplified™ Hybrid Cloud
Migration and Planning Service

https://www.cdw.com/content/cdw/en/services/amplified-services.html


To learn more about CDW’s Migration and Planning 
Service — or our full cloud services portfolio — 
contact your account manager or call 800.800.4239.

Service Deliverables
The following are included in CDW’s Migration and Planning Service:

Devloping Solutions for 
Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure 
Administrator

Microsoft Azure 
Architect Design

Microsoft Azure 
Architect Technologies

Certifications
CDW has earned the following certifications for AWS and Microsoft Azure:


